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Cultivating leaders

MISSION
We inspire and challenge students toward academic, athletic and artistic excellence, instill personal integrity
through biblical values and equip students to pursue lives of distinction in service to society.

PHILOSOPHY
We seek to provide excellence in education in an atmosphere conducive to the intellectual, cultural, social,
spiritual and physical development of our students. The school recognizes the needs of our times and accepts
the challenge to develop each student’s potential to the greatest extent possible.
We strive to be a school where learning and character are nourished; where teachers and students are valued
as individuals; where differences are respected and talents are nurtured; where success and honest effort are
recognized and failures become instructive; where judgments are
tempered with compassion and achievements with humility; where
privilege accepts responsibility; where education is not an end in
itself, but a means to the individual’s fulﬁllment as a contributing
member of the world community.

COMMITMENT TO LEADERSHIP
Respect and understanding of differences are necessary parts of
preparation for life in today’s complex world. To achieve the
broader educational goal of preparing students to participate in
the world community, Prep is committed to diversity in race,
color and national or ethnic origin in the student body, faculty
and programs.

“I LEAD” PROGRAM

Build Jackson Prep Leadership Program

strategic goal
highlights

CHRISTIAN STUDIES

Create an optional, enhanced and transcripted program track

PROGRAM FOR ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT
Develop a customized skill enhancement program

CURRICULUM ADVISORY BOARD

Conduct ongoing evaluation of curriculum effectiveness and relevancy

PREP PERSONAL INVENTORY PROGRAM
Match program opportunities with personal interests and skills

STUDENT SOURCE

Develop a robust student advisory system with integral faculty advisory roles

PARENT SOURCE

Facilitate an integrated parent and faculty communication program

PATRIOT ATHLETICS
Enhance program and facilities

FINE ARTS

Enhance program, events and competition

TECHNOLOGY

Pro-actively integrate technology into curriculum

FINANCE

Grow endowment, boost auxiliary revenue and explore alternative pricing models

MISSION STATEMENT
Jackson Preparatory School inspires and challenges students toward academic, athletic and artistic excellence, instills
personal integrity through biblical values and equips students to pursue lives of distinction in service to society.
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